Forma Migratoria Múltiple (FMM)

By Land

By Air
Forma Migratoria Múltiple (FMM)

General requirements

The applicant of an electronically-obtained Forma Migratoria Múltiple (FMME) for entry by air must have in his or her possession a valid and unexpired passport in accordance with the international law regulations; in case the country of citizenship requires it, the passport must have a valid unexpired visa.

The applicant is aware that the only document that can be used to travel by air into the Mexican Republic is a valid and unexpired (booklet-type) passport.

The applicant must enter the information required by the electronically-obtained Forma Migratoria Múltiple (FMME) for entry by air as it appears in his or her passport.

The applicant states under oath to state the truth that the information and documents provided are true, and is thus aware that should false information be given he or she may be sanctioned in accordance with applicable law.

Conditions of the electronically-obtained multiple immigration form

The Forma Migratoria Múltiple for entry by air may be obtained electronically through the Institute’s web portal by foreign nationals entering the country by air through those places intended for international passenger transit.

The applicant agrees that the permit to stay he or she shall obtain by entering information shall be that of a visitor without a permit to carry out gainful activities.

The applicant understands that the electronically-obtained Forma Migratoria Múltiple (FMME) for entry by air has a maximum validity of 180 calendar days and can only be used for a single entry.

The applicant understands that the validity of the electronically-obtained Forma Migratoria Múltiple (FMME) for entry by air shall start at the time the immigration seal is stamped, provided he or she meets the requirements for entering into Mexico.

The applicant must print the electronically-obtained Forma Migratoria Múltiple (FMME) for entry by air and must submit it at the place intended for international passenger transit where he or she intends to enter.

The applicant must present his or her passport and, if required due to his or her country of citizenship, a valid and non-expired visa, as well as the electronically-obtained Forma Migratoria Múltiple (FMME) for entry by air at the time of applying for entry.

The applicant understands that printing the electronically-obtained Forma Migratoria Múltiple (FMME) for entry by air does not guarantee his or her entry into Mexico.

I have read and hereby accept the terms and conditions.

Bitte akzeptieren Sie die AGBs, um fortzufahren.
Forma Migratoria Múltiple (FMM)

**Entry Information**
- **Means of entry**: Adres
- **Point of entry**: Zieflughafen in Mexiko
- **Date of departure**: Rückflugdatum
- **Airline name**: Condor
- **Flight number**: Flugnummer
- **Date of arrival to Mexico**: Hinflugdatum

**Personal Information**
- **Name(s)**: Vorname(n)
- **Surname(s)**: Nachname
- **Date of birth**: Geburtsdatum
- **Nationality**: Nationalität
- **Gender**: Geschlecht
- **Country of birth**: Geburtsland

**Identification Document**
- **Type of document**: Reisendokument
- **Country of issue**: Ausstellungsland
- **Expiration date**: Gültig bis
- **Document number**: Passnummer
- **Date of issue**: Ausstellungsdatum
- **Expiration date (Confirmation)**: Gültig bis wiederholen
- **Document number (Confirmation)**: Passnummer wiederholen
- **Date of issue (Confirmation)**: Ausstellungsdatum wiederholen

**Place of residence**
- **Country of residence**: Wohnsitz (Land)
- **Address of residence**: Adresse

**Trip Information**
- **Reason of trip**: Select One
- **Specify**: Select One
- **State**: Mexikanischer Bundesstaat
- **Address in Mexico**: Adresse in Mexiko

**Email**
- **Email**: Ihre E-Mail Adresse
- **Email (Confirmation)**: E-Mail Adresse wiederholen
- **Verification code**: Verifizierungscode

- Speichern nicht vergessen!

*Required fields* *Pflichtfeld*